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amnon lehavi ... consequences regarding the role of courts as lawmakers and state actors. accordingly, this
approach may redefine the role of ... competing views of courts as either ―law-finders‖ or ―law-makers.‖ it
then moves to discuss the depiction of courts as a the path-dependence of legal positivism - virginia law
review - 2015] path-dependence of legal positivism 959 the view that we should understand the judicial
function in terms of the freedom (or lack thereof) of the judge to depart from the limited domain of formal
positive law in making her decisions was a topic dear to the heart of legal positivists, but again that focus
seems to have been erased. judge weinfeld and the adjudicatory process: a law finder ... - judge
weinfeld and the adjudicatory process: a law finder in an age of judicial lawmakers william e. nelson* in his 25
years on the bench, edward weinfeld has attained a nationwide reputation as an outstanding member of the
federal judiciary. judge weinfeld's reputation is based, in part, upon his ealment in antitrust litigation. the
―self by the doctrine ... - the sherman act, many lawmakers feared that the courts would soon be ... nation
present under existing law where local statutes of limitations are made ... passes, it becomes more difficult for
fact-finders to make accurate judg- every state's lost and found - csg - phrase “finders keepers, losers
weepers.” thanks to the diligence of state governments, this ... with state law. un-claimed property personnel,
in con-cert with other state agencies, then search ... lawmakers in states such as maine say they cannot afford
to continue paying more for pre- final 10 hendrix (approved) - savannahlawschool - law review
examining the examiners scott a. hendrix* abstract ... the rulings have baffled practitioners, federal judges,
inventors, and lawmakers alike. in the face of this confusion, the patent office is charged with training nearly
10,000 examiners, most without formal legal training, to perform a nuanced, ... qualified fact-finders who are
... antitrust law - affirmative acts and antitrust - the need ... - antitrust law - affirmative acts and
antitrust - the ... many lawmakers feared that the courts would soon be "hospitable" to large companies that
were engaging in anticompetitive ac- tivities.2 ... passes, it becomes more difficult for fact-finders to make
accurate judg- florida's anti-rebating law - johnson strategies - florida's anti-rebating law background &
development early history ... in 1984 the dade county court of appeals struck down florida's anti-rebating
statute stating it ... lawmakers had revisited the issue during the 1982 sunset of the insurance code and
affirmatively judicial opinion writing - chicago unbound - chicago law ... - the jury less as fact-finders
than as lawmakers, for whom the statutes were advisory rather than binding. ' for clear and useful accounts of
the athenian system, see s.c. todd, the shape of athenian law (clarendon, 1993); douglas m. macdowell, the
law in classical athens (cornell, 1978).
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